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jace norman was born in the year 1990 in the united states of
america. it is known that his birthstone is the sapphire. jace
starts his career in the year 2010. he has a total of three
siblings. he is a great artist, singer, and a playwright. jace has
a unique voice and it is known that he is a great singer. he is
the only sibling of his siblings who have acted in the movie. he
was known for his role as a star in the 2016 disney movie
called jessie show. in the year 2016, he played the role of
henry hart in the disney tv film called danger force. he
portrayed the role of a realtor called henry in the 2016 disney
tv film called jessie show. norman made his acting debut in the
year 2012 with the disney channel. he played the role of a
technical artist called henry in a disney tv series named jessie
show. he was the second person to play the character. jane
norman is an american actor, singer, and a playwright. he has
appeared in a series, a film, and a video game. in the year
2016, he portrayed the role of henry hart in the disney tv film
called danger force. he portrayed the role of a realtor called
henry in the 2016 disney tv film called jessie show. norman
made his acting debut in the year 2012 with the disney
channel. he played the role of a technical artist called henry in
a disney tv series named jessie show. he was the second
person to play the character. jace lee norman was born in the
year 1990. in the year 2012, he starred in the disney tv series
named jessie show. in the year 2014, he played the role of
henry hart in the disney film called jessie show. in 2016, he
played the role of henry hart in the disney tv film called danger
force. the role of jessie hart is popular among the young
generation of audiences. in the year 2016, he portrayed the
role of a realtor called henry in the disney tv film called jessie
show. he played the role of a technical artist called henry in a
disney tv series named jessie show. he was the second person
to play the character.
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